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Denta Corp. has developed and manufactures
an exciting array of new products to help
combat the enormous problem of the sale
and distribution of illicit drugs and other dangerous
or illegal substances including explosives.
IDenta Corp. (stock symbol IDTA, OTC pink sheets)
was established in 1994 with the mission of developing, manufacturing and marketing on-the spot
kits (field kits) for the identification of illegal drugs,
explosives and developing other forensic products.
IDenta was founded by Mr. Yaacov Shoham - CEO
and Mr. Baruch Glattstein - Chief Scientist (Both
are retired from the Israeli Police department - rank
chief superintend).

Products
IDenta is manufacturing the following products:
• IDenta Stinger - drug detectors for all kind of
illicit drugs, aimed for the legal law enforcement.
• IDenta Confirm - drug detectors aimed for
the retail-consumer market, (worried parents,
schools, working place) the same detectors as
IDenta Stinger but in a different packaging.
• Detectors for precursors, a new line, so far we
have already detectors for precursors used in the
manufacturing of ecstasy and heroin.

• IDenta Alert - explosive detectors - for all
known explosives families including TATP.
• Drug General Screening detector, a unique
product making possible to receive an instant
answer if the suspected substance is an illicit
drug, yes or not. This new detector will become
a major factor in the retail - consumer market!
• BTK-bullet hole testing kit.
IDenta Corp. has rapidly became recognized as a
world wide leader in the development of a variety
of substance detection kits including proprietary onsite drug detection kits and explosive identifier kits.
Information concerning IDenta’s entire product
line may be found at www.identa.biz and
www.identa-corp.com
IDenta Corp’s detectors are the most reliable drug
and explosive detection kits on the market.
IDenta Corp’s different detectors are Easy to Use,
Simple, Instant Answer, The Most Accurate, Safe,
Quick Response, “Green”, Inexpensive!
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